
SEC English May Session 
MARKING SCHEME

*(spelling and punctuation penalised throughout)

1. What are you doing when you say the following?   Tick () the correct answer.     (5 marks)

1.    b. Asking for an opinion

2.    a. Pausing to think

3.    d. Expressing sympathy

4.    c. Promising

5.    d. Reassuring

2. Complete the following text by forming one word from the one in brackets.  The first one 
has been worked out for you.           (5 marks)

1. millionth
2. newly
3. expression
4. social
5. correspondent       
6. traditional
7. quantify
8. technological
9. inclusion
10. possibly

3. Insert ONE word in each blank.  The first one has been worked out for you.           (5marks)

1. student
2. often /  sometimes / always / constantly / regularly / frequently / normally
3. back
4. dangerous / unsafe / irresponsible
5. nearly / almost / even / dangerously  
6. while / whilst / when
7. stop / discourage / dissuade
8. from
9. messaging
10. enforce

4. Finish rewriting the sentence in the story in such a way that the meaning remains the same.     
                                                                                                                                    (5 marks)

1. If Mary hadn’t been really prepared she wouldn’t have succeeded/ would have failed in 

her final exam. / If Mary hadn’t prpeared herslf well, she would have failed. 

2. No sooner had she received the good news than she phoned her sister.

3. She told Jane that she had passed the exam thanks to her / that if it hadn’t been for her, 

she wouldn’t have passed the exam./ that if it had not been for her, she would not have 

passed the exam.



4. Jane said, “All that revision has been really helpful.”

5. No words could describe Jane’s joy/could suffice/could have described Jane’s joy.

5. Fill in the blanks with one word.           (5 marks)

1. bottom
2. clouds
3. ropes
4. racking
5. breast

6. Fill in with ONE linking word. You may use the same linking word more than once.  The 
first one has been worked out for you.             (5 marks)

1. So / Therefore / Consequently / Hence / Thus
2. because / as / for / since
3. However / Still / Nevertheless / Yet
4. Consequently / So / Therfore / Thus / Hence
5. First / Firstly
6. secondly
7. Thirdly / Moreover / Furthermore
8. Although / Though
9. but
10. and

7.  Complete the dialogue by writing the appropriate question in the space provided.
      The first question has been worked out for you.                                                         (5 marks)    
(Accept questions with different wording but always award ½ mark for appropriacy and ½ mark for accuracy of question given)

1. What made you apply for the job? / Why do you want to babysit? / Why have you 
applied for this job?

2. Have you ever babysat? / Have you ever done any baby-sitting?

3. …… don’t you? (only correct answer)

4. How will you get back home? / What transport arrangements do you have?

5. How many times (a week) are you available? / How many times (a week) can you baby-
sit? / How often can you babysit?

8. Continue the following news item by putting the verbs in brackets in the correct form. 
The first one has been worked out for you.                                                                 (10 marks)

1. has been getting
2. took    
3. has carried / has been carrying    
4. keeping    
5. have (’ve) been doing  
6. will / shall (’ll) miss / going to



7. would (’d) have
8. will (’ll) be turning, / turn / am (’m) going to  / will
9. was aided / had been aided / used to be aided
10.  died

9. What would you say in these situations?  Use the correct form of a modal verb together 
with the verb in brackets.  The first one has been worked out done for you.                (5 marks)

1. You should book early./ You may / might want to book now.
2. Ok sis, you can/ may swim in the deep end of the swimming pool.
3. Can / Could / Will / Would you please give me back my book when you finish it.
4. But she couldn’t / shouldn’t have forgotten. I reminded her about it yesterday.
5.  I needn’t have studied so hard; the teacher has just postponed the test by a week.
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